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Dinesh Kumar Likhi*

Abstract

Strategic Alliances are mushrooming with a desire of Co-creating and attaining Objectives, difficult to be achieved alone. The objective of this article is to understand two basic issues related to Strategic Alliance- Capabilities and Performance Management issues in Strategic Alliances. Strategic Alliances success can be gauged by their performance. To illustrate this point, we have taken two cases of steel industry. Caselet A has been a failure case and was taken at a stage when alliance capability maturity in the organization was low. Caselet B is a successful case and was taken at a stage when alliance capability maturity of the same organization improved at higher level.

UNDERSTANDING STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

The world economy is increasingly becoming integrated, on account of need to improve top and middle line with an aim to increase shareholders wealth. This is fuelling incidents of interdependencies amongst organizations. This phenomenon can be scene from the number of cases of Merger & Acquisitions and Strategic Alliances, across the Globe. Strategic Alliances are mushrooming with a desire of co-creating more objectives that are difficult to be achieved alone. Optimizing mutually shared resources and capability requires nurturing certain "Intra Strategic Alliances Capabilities".

An alliance is defined broadly as an agreement between two or more partners to share knowledge or resources, which could be beneficial to all parties involved. Alliances can take place by intra-or inter-industry participation. To put it differently, an alliance meeting any one of the following criteria is strategic and should be accordingly made (Wakeam, 2003).

- Critical to the success of core business goal or objective
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- Critical to the development or maintenance of a core competency or other source of competitive advantage
- Blocks a competitive threat
- Creates or maintains strategic choices for the firm
- Mitigates a significant risk to the business

The Inter-firm relationship family has various genus (Arm’s Length Dealing, Alliances and Mergers). Under the genus of alliances, the species like buyer-supplier alliances, co-marketing agreements, channel partnerships, manufacturing alliances, technology alliances and joint ventures have been defined (Spekman et al., 2000). One can also classify strategic alliances on the basis of partnership through equity or non-equity.

The objective of this article is to understand two basic issues related to Strategic Alliance Capabilities and Performance Management issues in Strategic Alliances.

RESEARCH DESIGN

Research gap in extant literature suggested areas for further research. Case base research methodology was adopted for a preliminary study.

In an attempt to fill the gap left open by earlier studies, researchers have started to analyze internal or intra-firm factors rather than dyadic or inter-firm factors as antecedents of alliance performance. Consequently, they highlight that firms that consistently generate above-average performance, invest in alliances processes’ specific alliance capabilities (Alliance Analyst, 1996; Kale and Singh, 1999; Anand and Khanna, 2000; Kale et al., 2002; Bamford and Ernst, 2003). Detailed studies on the exact contents of such alliance capability maturity and levels of such maturity and how firms can internally nurture it are virtually non-existent (Gulati, 1998). Challenges for scholars and managers lie ahead to understand the elements of such capabilities.

Although recent research has started to try and solve the causal ambiguity between alliance management practices and performance outcomes, little micro-level evidence has so far emerged.

Most scholars deduce the existence of an alliance capability maturity from a
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firm's prior alliance experience or from a higher level of performance between firms that frequently re-partner or through other indirect measurements (see e.g. Anand and Khanna, 2000; Zollo and Reuer, 2003). Apart from some notable exceptions (Makija and Ganesh, 1997; Nault and Tyagi, 2001; Zahra and Nielsen, 2002), so far scholars' attempts to discern how firms develop such a capability maturity are tinted (Simonin, 1997; Sarkar et al., 2004) and little is known about the mechanisms that make up such a capability maturity (Thomke and Kuemmerle, 2002). Moreover, the relationships between capability maturity and performance have remained complex and obscure (Dosi et al., 2000b; Rugman and Verbeke, 2002).

To understand the subject, we have attempted to explain key preposition and related terms. The key preposition is that Strategic Alliance Capability Maturity enhances Strategic Alliance Performance. Strategic Alliance Capability Maturity consists of a series of Capabilities. Hierarchically, there are three levels. The lower level, is gained by Structural Capability. At the middle level, it consists of Knowledge Management Capability, Relationship Capability, and Cultural Management Capability. At the highest level, it consists of Revitalization Capability.

Structural capability is defined as 'bundle of resources and skill', consisting of dedicated department, past alliance experience, top Management support, alliance know-how, supportive process structure including review mechanism. Knowledge Management capability is defined as 'bundle of resources & skill' consisting of ability to transfer knowledge (which is influenced by ambiguity, tacitness, specificity, complexity, experience, partner’s protectiveness, cultural distance and organizational distance). Relationship Management Capability is defined as 'bundle of resources and skill' consisting of ability to commit, fair dealing, open flow of information, quality of coordination, long term focus, joint decision making.

Cross Management capability is defined as 'bundle of resources and skill' consisting of (a) ability for managing interaction with partner firm in a flexible manner as against in a stable manner. (b) Ability to focus on collectivism, defused power, certainty and accommodating style, as against individualism, centralized power, uncertainty, tough and competitive attitude. Harnessing characteristics of Flexibility is influenced by adaptability and involvement whereas stability is influenced by mission and consistency. Revitalization capability is defined as 'bundle
of resources and skill', consisting of continuous mutual interaction, creation of mutual innovation, entrepreneur style and flexibility.

Success of strategic alliances can be gauged by their performance, which can be defined as an outcome in the areas of financial performance, internal business process improvements, enhancement in learning and innovation and customers' satisfaction (internal/external).

**RESEARCH FINDINGS**

To illustrate this point, we have taken two cases of the steel industry, as briefly explained in the Appendix. Caselet A has been a failure case and was taken at a stage when alliance capability maturity in the organization was low. Caselet B is a successful case and was taken at a stage when alliances capability maturity of the same organization improved at higher level. In caselet A, none of the performance areas like financial, business processes, learning/innovation improved. However, there were a few glimpse of higher customers satisfaction. In caselet B, there has been all round performance improvement in all four areas viz. financial, internal business processes, learning/innovations and customers satisfaction. A comparative capability profile is illustrated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Elements Required</th>
<th>Case-A</th>
<th>Case-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Capability</td>
<td>Dedicated department, Past alliance experience, Top Management support, Alliances know-how, Supportive process structure, Review mechanism</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management Capability, Relationship Capability, and Cultural Management Capability</td>
<td>Ability to transfer knowledge, Relationship Management Capability (ability to commit, fair dealing, open flow of information, quality of coordination, long term focus, joint decision making.) Cultural Management capability- (a) ability for managing interaction with partner firm in a flexible manner, (b) Ability to focus on collectivism, defused power, certainty and accommodating style</td>
<td>Low Level of Capability</td>
<td>High Level of capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revitalization capability</td>
<td>Continuous mutual interaction, creation of mutual innovation, entrepreneur style and flexibility.</td>
<td>Low Level Capability</td>
<td>High Level Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Poor (Only customers satisfaction was enhanced)</td>
<td>Excellent (all round performance improvement observed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONCLUSION

It is evident, based on the two caselets, that Alliance Capability Maturity can be enhanced to increase chance of success in strategic alliances, in terms of multi-dimensional areas. However, these issues need to be validated with multi-model quantitative and qualitative research in Indian context. Future work with cross-sectional and longitudinal studies is also suggested.

APPENDIX

Caselet A

In 1997, the largest steel company of India created a department named Business Planning at its Corporate office with employees drawn from various functions viz Finance, Operations, Commercial and Legal Departments. Some strategic alliances enhanced the group’s alliance experience. Top Management support was provided by a senior Board member (full time director in charge of corporate planning). Wherever required, alliance know-how and supportive process was outsourced. There used to be regular review mechanism of such business alliance cases.

The company, being in public sector was not proficient in relationship building and was culturally incompatible. During those years, there was no appreciation for knowledge management. With this backdrop, the company in the steel sector decided to set up Service Centers in different regions of the country with another company under joint venture arrangement in which the company would hold a minority stake. The company signed an MOU with the company partner in the year 1999 to broadly express and define the scope and understanding between them for creation and functioning of a JVC for setting up and operating the Service Center.

Subsequent to the starting of the service center, the key executives from parent company started interacting with the JV partner to finalize the contracts and formulation of Memorandum and Articles of Association of the proposed JV Company. Work started in the year 2002 and in 2003, the performance was found below expectations mainly due to the perspective gap amongst partners. While the parent company prioritized the sale of its products directly to past customers for speedy disposal of its products and wanted new entity to be an independent viable business, the partner desired that the material should be given...
to new entity on priority for processing and to attain the capacity utilization for break-even and further growth. There was no attrition of key managers on the partner's side, whereas the key managers of parent company were found changing organization positions from time to time due to organizational changes and retirements, which also created obstacles in the management of alliance. The process of JV Company such as in-bound logistics, process and out-bound logistics was found to be conflicting with the partners' parent companies, affecting the performance of JV. There were no efforts to revitalize the performance of the Joint Venture Company. Despite increase in customers' satisfaction of JVC Company, there was a general feeling that JVC is under performing. Such events made the company sick by the year 2005-06.

**Caselet B**

After a couple of years, wherein structural capability, as defined earlier, was at an improved stage the company was already facing competition in the market, had learnt to manage relationships with other organizations and had created appreciation of other organizations' cultural dimensions. IT was being appreciated and people had realized the importance of knowledge management. At such a capability level, the company decided that its operating power plants, a non-core business, need to be operated in strategic alliances and therefore the company decided to go for strategic alliance with a partner with core strength in power business. The action was also triggered, due to need of cash for core business in steel. In 2001-02, the company transferred its Power Plants to Joint Venture Company. The assets of two power plants were also transferred for a value as part of the share of parent company's equity in the JV Company. The performance till 2005-06 indicates that there has been overall improvement. The company is paying dividends to parent companies since inception. The customers of the company are satisfied. Internal business processes have improved significantly. There has also been improvement in internal business processes. Revitalization processes prompted the company to expand further in power by taking initiatives to commission 2 units of 250 MW power plants. This case clearly endorses our initial proposition that Higher Alliance Capability enhances Alliance Performance.
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